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In the submitted article the choice of parameters for the enterprise adaptation level evaluation is

considered.

From a variety of parameters we have chosen 25 basic ones that can be divided into 4 groups:

1) financial parameters 2) industrial parameters 3) manpower use parameters 4) market parameters.

The additive model of an integrated parameter construction was applied for the adaptation level

complex parameter evaluation. For ranging the factors of importance of each parameter we

suggest using a universal method of hierarchy analysis. It takes into account multiple criteria and

uncertainty of a problem, allows to make a decision from a set of alternatives of various types on

the basis of both the quantitative and qualitative criteria.

In the process of the economic analysis of

business and financial activities one has to deal

with a system of parameters.

Business and financial activities of industri�

al, building, textile, agricultural, trading and oth�

er enterprises is measured by numerous economic

parameters that can be reduced to a certain sys�

tem. They can be subdivided into: a) cost and

natural depending on the measuring instruments

put into the basis; b) quantitative and qualitative

depending on what side of the phenomena, op�

erations, processes is measured; c) volumetric

and specific depending on the application of sep�

arately taken parameters or their parities.

Specific parameters are secondary ones,

derivatives of the volumetric parameters. The

output and the number of workers are volumet�

ric parameters, and the ratio of the first to the

second, i.e. one worker production is a specific

parameter. The output of one machine, one unit,

one square meter of the floor space are all these

specific (relative) parameters.

Other relative parameters of business plan

execution, enterprise structure, dynamics and

development intensity are also widely used in

economic calculations.

Having studied the modern economic litera�

ture, devoted to the evaluation of economic, finan�

cial and industrial activities of an enterprise, we

have come to the conclusion that most authors use

different sets of parameters in carrying out the

complex analysis of activity of the enterprise.

In our opinion the greatest interest in choos�

ing factors for defining the enterprise adapta�

tion level represents a four group content pa�

rameter classification:

1) Financial parameters;

2) Industrial parameters;

3) Manpower use parameters;

4) Market parameters.

Such a classification fully enough reflects

the fields of activity of the enterprise and, hence,

is convenient for choosing the parameters for

the enterprise adaptation level evaluation.

The next step after dividing general param�

eters into the specified groups is choosing the

most significant of them, the ones that will be

used in finding the integrated parameter of the

enterprise adaptation level.

The use of all the above listed factors of

the enterprise adaptation level evaluation is not

possible because it is too time�consuming.

Research has shown that the importance of

factors is different for different kinds of eco�

nomic activity. Moreover even for one kind of

activity the degree the importance of a certain

factor depends on the period of time.

The solution to the problem of choosing

the most important factors for the enterprise

adaptation level evaluation is the use of the

expert evaluation technique which is now

widely applied to interrelation of economic

parameters. The number of the chosen pa�

rameters should be optimum, i.e. necessary

and sufficient for the enterprise adaptation

level analysis.

These parameters should be fully and accu�

rately used in calculating the integrated parameter
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of the enterprise adaptation level evaluation, com�

mensurate with the system of parameters accept�

ed for the production and economic activities re�

sults evaluation and correspond to the account

and report system used at the enterprise.

Also, in our opinion, the chosen parame�

ters should not only characterize the presence

and efficiency of the use of the resources avail�

able to the enterprise, but also they should not

duplicate each other.

The individual parameters of the evalua�

tion chosen by the experts, who have taken

into consideration the above stated require�

ments and four group content parameter clas�

sification of the industrial enterprise function�

ing, are shown in table 1.

For the enterprise adaptation level evalua�

tion we suggest using the expression repre�

senting the connection between the analyzed

parameters as the additive model, that is a model

in which the factors influencing the result enter

as the algebraic sum:

,nХnW...ХWХWI +++= 2211

Where: I � is an integrated parameter of the enterprise

adaptation level; Х
i
 � the parameters influencing

an integrated parameter of the adaptation level;

W
i
 � the weight importance of parameters.

Unfortunately, now there is no objective

technique of definition of values of factors of

weightiness of an integrated parameter. Such

well�known methods as the methods of para�

metrical regression dependences, limiting and

the evaluation values, equivalent parities and

expert methods have the scopes and essential

lacks. For the calculation of factors of weighti�

ness one should use a rarely used, rather objec�

tive, universal method of the analysis of hierar�

chies. This method in comparison with other

similar methods takes into account a lot of cri�

teria and the uncertainty of the problem, allows

make a decision, having a set of alternatives of

various types, on the basis of the criteria ex�

pressing both quantitative and qualitative char�

acteristics. The method consists of hierarchical

decomposition of the system into simpler com�

ponents and the further processing of a sequence

of judgments made by the person making the

decision, in pair comparisons. In this case ex�

pert evaluation criteria are formalized and one

does not need any additional calculations.

The hierarchy here is understood as a mul�

tilevel system consisting of elements and al�

ternatives, incorporated in the connected sub�

groups. At the top level of hierarchy there is

Table 1

Enterprise adaptation level evaluation parameters 
Financial parameters IФ - Sales Profitability (К1) 

- Equity Profitability (К2) 
- Autonomy of equity formation sources (К3) 
- Equity security (К4) 
- Absolute liquidity (К5) 
- Solvency (К6) 
- Equity turnover (К7) 
- Investment (К8) 

Industrial parameters IП  - Equipment in place (К9) 
- Operative equipment (К10) 
- Yield of capital investment (К11) 
- Extensive equipment use (К12) 
- Intensive equipment use(К13) 
- Stocks turnover (К14) 
- Fixed production assets (К15) 
- Reaction time to a change in market conditions (К16) 

Parameters of manpower use IT - 1 working person average annual production (К17) 
- 1 working person profit (К18) 
- Technical equipment (К19) 
- Staff turnover (К20) 

Market parameters IР - Variety of goods (К21) 
- Variety of goods updating (К22) 
- Goods quality (К23) 
- Enterprise market share (К24) 
- Enterprise image (К25) 
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the criterion function, at the intermediate level

there are elements of hierarchies (parameters).

The simplest hierarchy goes from the top level

through the intermediate levels to the lowest

level which, in our case, represents the list of

individual parameters that are subject to eval�

uation. Then the parameters are compared to

each other, in pairs, with regard to their influ�

ence (to “weight” or “intensity”) on the gen�

eralizing parameter, and then to their influence

on a general characteristic, i. е. on an inte�

grated parameter. As a result the relative de�

gree (intensity) of hierarchy elements interac�

tion can be expressed. These judgments then

are expressed numerically.

Complex group parameters influence differ�

ently the quality of a product. For the establish�

ment of priorities of individual factors in the

method of the analysis of hierarchies we should

form a matrix of paired comparisons (table 2).

The order of the matrix is defined by the num�

ber of parameter groups. In table 2 А
1
, А

2
..., А

n

are groups of product quality parameters; z
1
,

z
2
..., z

n
 � according to their weight.

For turning the qualitative information into

the numeral in the method of the analysis of

hierarchies the verbal � numerical scale of atti�

tudes (table 3) containing numerical values with

the appropriate substantiations of the given gra�

dation is used.

The scale of attitudes allows us to find num�

bers corresponding to the degrees of prefer�

ences of one parameter over another. Paired

comparisons of quality parameters are conducted

in terms of domination of one parameter over

another, i.e. we have to find a most significant

parameter from our experts’ point of view. Com�

paring two groups of parameters according to

the degrees of their influence on the quality, the

expert according to table 3 puts integers from

1 up to 9 or return values of these numbers. In

the method of the analysis of hierarchies under

Table 2

The matrix of paired comparisons for the calculation of weights factor 
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Table 3

The Scale of attitudes used in factors in the method of the analysis of hierarchies 
Intensity of relative importance Definition 
1 Equal importance 
3 Moderate superiority of one over another 
5 Essential or strong superiority 
7 Significant superiority 
9 Very strong superiority 
2,4,6,8 The intermediate decision between two next judgements 
Return sizes of above mentioned 
numbers 

If the comparison of one parameter with another one gives us one of the above-stated  
numbers (e.g. 3), then in comparison of the second parameter with the first we shall  
receive a return number (1/3) 
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the agreement relative importance of the left

elements of the matrix is compared to the ele�

ments above. Therefore if the left element is a

little bit more important than an element above,

we put down 3/1, otherwise we put down the

inverse number 1/3.

A comparative analysis of other scales use

shows that the application of the scale of atti�

tudes is very reliable. The efficiency of the meth�

od of the analysis of the hierarchies application

is proved both theoretically and practically in

solving a lot of criteria problems of objects

evaluation in various spheres of economy.

The matrix of pair comparisons (table 2) is

characterized by return symmetry features. A

distinctive feature of this matrix, and the whole

evaluation system, is stability and flexibility. Small

changes and additions of other elements do not

destroy the characteristics of hierarchical per�

formance, i.e. with the removal or addition of

hierarchical branches priorities of alternatives

do not undergo qualitative changes. Small changes

of parameter values result in minor changes of

quantity indicators of priorities of alternatives

which shows that the method is reliable.
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